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Aims

 to identify ‘success factors’,

 i.e. factors that have contributed to the development of successful

wood waste ecosystems

 The output of the task will be a toolbox of EU success

factors which will be available at the BioReg platform.



GOTHENBURG (SWEDEN)



Characteristics

Legislation and
policies

Classification, 
Conditioning and
sorting platforms

Energy
Panel Industry



Sorting by waste wood and
impregnated wood

Landfilling is not allowed 

Waste wood, separated between
treated and non-treated

Treated wood, sold for Energy 
recovery mainly to produce 
energy for the pulp and paper 
industry

Non-treated, clean wood, energy 
recovery in biomass Combined 
heat and power plants (CHP)

Impregnated wood, sent to the 
Waste-to-Energy plant

Industry players – e.g. Renova, Goteborg Energy, industry clusters

Characteristics



BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG (GERMANY)



Characteristics

Legislation and
policies

Classification, 
Conditioning and
sorting platforms

Energy
Panel Industry



Sorting facilities Landfilling is not allowed 

Waste wood, sent to biomass
power plants to provide heat to 
district network and industrials, 
and electricity 

Wastewood to produce wood
chips to provide energy to 
industrials

Recycling by incorporation into
particle boards, MDF (35% in 
Germany)

Biomass plants to substitute coal
and nuclear energy

Industry players – cluster portal, research and technical institutes

Characteristics



LOMBARDY (ITALY)



Characteristics

Legislation and
policies

Conditioning and
sorting platforms

Energy
Panel Industry



Sorting facilities, optimized 
collection of wood waste

A minimum share of renewable 
energy in the production of energy 
is imposed

Mechanical treatment all the 
collected wood waste, wood part 
not exploited to beauto- used  for 
energy

Prohibited the land filling of 
combustible waste with a calorific 
value greater than 13 MJ / kg

Recycling by incorporation into
panel boards, use 100% recycled 
wood on the entire range of 
particle board

recycling of wooden packaging, 
household wood waste to 
furniture

Industry players – Big industry players, clusters

Characteristics



NORTH-WEST ENGLAND (UK)



Characteristics

Legislation and
policies

Classification, 
Conditioning and
sorting platforms

Energy
Panel Industry



Sorting facilities Landfilling is not allowed 

Projected biomass power plant 
fuelled primarily by recycled 
wood (CHP)

Recycling as feedstock for the
panel industry

Largest and ancient wood
recycling plants

Recycling through animal 
bedding, mulches, compost, 
coverings, paths, rides, arenas, 
garden products

Industry players – big industry players

Characteristics



STYRIA (AUSTRIA)



Characteristics

Legislation and
policies

Conditioning and
sorting platforms

Energy
Panel Industry



Sorting facilities Recycling is being focused and 
wood burned for energy is being 
limited

Waste wood, sent to produce
combined heat power and cooling 
plants - district heating plants
waste wood incineration plant

recycling and pre-treatment 
waste wood treatment plant

Recycling and sent to panel
industry (out of the region)

ban of waste with an organic 
carbon content > 5 % (weight) 
from landfilling 

Industry players –

Characteristics



In conclusion

 ‘success factors’,

 In the model regions

 All have some common features

 National legislation and policies push forward the wood

waste valorization

 Landfilling with organic waste is prohibited/restricted

 The existence of a good network within the region or in the

country to collect, to classify, to sort the wood waste is the

first step to address giving a value to wood waste



In conclusion

 Valorization options differed from country to country

 Energy, recycling through incorporation into panel boards, etc were

some options

 Most of the model regions are constructing a pathway of

valorization, that ranks first recycling and after energy, following the

EU policies and recommendations.

 This should also be taken into account by the recipient regions



In conclusion

 Studies pointing to the sustainability of the systems

 Environmental

 LCA, EIA

 Social

 Economical

 That can be also shown to the stakeholders in the recipient regions may help

boosting wood waste valorization

 The output of the task will be a toolbox of EU success

factors which will be available at the BioReg platform.
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